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Today, every White’s metal

detector is built with the same

philosophy my family started the

company with over 50 years ago,

“Give our customers the world’s

best metal detectors and build

them right here in Sweet Home,

Oregon.”

We’re proud of the quality and

performance built into every

White’s metal detector. And we’re

proud to remain a “Made in the

U.S.A.” company!
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QUICK LOOK
• HD Full-Color Display

• 10 New Turn-on-and-Go Hunting Programs

• 3 x 3 Target I.D. System™

• Wireless SpectraSound™ Headphones

• 3 Optimized Hunting Frequencies

• Live Controls for Real-Time Adjustments

• Spectra-to-Spectra Wireless Program Transfer

• 10" DD Search Coil

• Selectable Ground Filters

• Color-Keyed Disc Pattern

• Recovery Delay

• Dozens of Expert Menu Options

• NiMH Rechargeable Battery System

• Adjustable Backlight

• Owner Registration

• Two-year Parts and Labor Warranty

New ways to interpret
target information
using ALL of the data
collected from each
detection frequency!

The Search screen’s
SpectraGraph™
displays each of the
3 frequencies; 2.5 kHz,
7.5 kHz, and 22.5 kHz.

Once you’ve detected
a target, Analyze
shows target size and
characteristics at each
frequency.

Finally, the Pinpoint
screen shows signal
strength at each
frequency.

SEARCH

ANALYZE

PINPOINT

3x3 TARGET ID™ SYSTEM!

10 Pro-Designed
Turn-on-and-Go! Programs

See it all in HD Color! Icons, Spectra-
Graph™ target signature, and depth.

I have a “vision” that White’s new V3 three frequency
detector is going to pay for itself in no time. The 22.5
kHz channel is super hot with gold - large or small. My
first two jewelry finds with the Spectra V3 were a 14K
bracelet with 36 diamonds and shortly after that a large
men’s class ring. I don’t think I would have dug the
bracelet with any other detector because I had a foil ID
of +02 on the SpectraGraph, but the target audio “talked”
to me and I had the feeling that I just had to dig this one.
I’m sure glad I did and thanks White’s, this detector is a
keeper.       L. Fillman
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Real-time adjustments! Use the Live
Controls  on the bottom of the screen.



Custom-built wireless
headphones “sync”
with Spectra V3 in
just a couple of steps!

It has only been a week since I purchased my new V3
and I must say, it is a very nice detector. I have found
over 300 coins including 5 wheat pennies, 3 Indian Head
pennies, 1 Mercury Dime, 1 Barber Dime, 2 Silver Dimes,
1 silver quarter, 1 Barber quarter and 1 V nickel. Hunting
at a old house, I dug two separate wheat pennies at 6 to
7 inches which were masked by nails and steel wire.
That was the first time I have dug coins with so much
junk around them! This is my 3rd White’s detector.

Ron Mallison

The next big thing in metal detection is here! V3 takes
treasure hunting to a whole new level of performance
and depth.

FOR A WHITE’S DEALER NEAR YOU   1-800-547-6911  whiteselectronics.com

V3 is equipped with plenty of new bells and
whistles including wireless headphones, color
display, and program transfer. These are sure
to make your hunting more fun than ever. But
the true measure of a better metal detector?
“Does it go deeper? What are you finding?”
And here’s the answer: V3 users are digging
older, deeper coins, relics and jewelry. In
places hunted time after time with other top-of-
the-line metal detectors.

More about Spectra® V3
Videos, charts, field reports, and more ...
www.whiteselectronics.com/v3

$1,699.95
msrp with SpectraSound™

headphones

 $1,499.95
msrp without headphones
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• 9 Turn-on-and-Go! programs. Use the Pro-designed
hunting programs or your own custom programs.

• Multiple Frequency Operation. Optimal ground
penetration! Use 3 kHz, 15 kHz, or both at once.

• DSF™ Digital Signal Filtration. Change your ground
filtering to optimize depth in mineralized grounds.

• Sweep Speed Adjust. Higher settings for areas with
few targets, and lower settings for trashy areas.

• Hot Rock Rejection. A complete accept/reject range.

• 10 Basic Adjustments and 34 Pro Options.

• Complete Visual Display. Target icons, VDI numbers,
SignaGraph® target signature, and depth reading.

• Automatic Ground Balance with AutoTrac®. Tracks
and adjusts to changing grounds as you hunt.

• High-definition megapixel display.

• Powerful, waterproof 12” spider search coil for
optimum depth and versatility.  (Also available with
9 1/2” search coil.)

• Slide-in Nicad Battery System. Up to 15 hrs. of
hunting on a charge. Backup penlight pack included.

• Two-year Parts and Labor Warranty.

Easy-navigation menu ...

just pick a program and go!

Listen for the sound of treasure,

then see what you’ve detected.

Then pull the trigger and see

how deep to dig ...

QUICK LOOK

Why DFX™?
DFX’s “sharpshooter”
approach to multiple
frequency concentrates the
power for maximum depth
and dead-on target info.

DFX transmits 16 powerful
frequencies and processes 2
concentrated, voltage-
packed frequencies. The
result? Optimized depth and
target information.

I found an old cellar hole this week and my DFX is
laying waste to it. To date, in 3 trips (about 6 hours
of hunting), I’ve found a 1787 8 Reale (both pieces
of which were cut in half), a 1741 2 Reale, 9
Connecticut Coppers, 5 King George Coppers, an
1827 Large Cent, and 7 other Large Coppers. I also
found several dozen buttons and half-dozen
buckles.

Dave Z., New York
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Choose DFX™ for all-out horsepower to find those
older, deeper targets.

DFX 300
$1,199.95

msrp

DFX*
$1,099.95

msrp

FOR A WHITE’S DEALER NEAR YOU   1-800-547-6911  whiteselectronics.com

*DFX is also available
with a 9 1/2” search coil

DFX™ is legendary in its ability to find treasure; older,
deeper, smaller items that other detectors pass over.

DFX™ brings together sophisticated
microprocessor technology, and turn-on-and-
go simplicity. You’re out hunting right away,
but there are plenty of adjustments, too.

White’s patented multifrequency method
partners with the target I.D. to “see through”

minerals in the ground and detect coins, jewelry and relics
other detectors miss. Hunt in 3 kHz or 15 kHz (the two
best frequencies for finding treasure) or use both together
for unequalled hunting.

Dozens of features come together in the DFX™ to create
one of the world’s best metal detectors. It’s built on White’s
proven digital platform, with the features that give you
more flexibility to find it all!

I’ve been metal detecting for about 10 years now and
about 2 years ago I purchased a DFX. Since then I
have seen my coin collection grow. I am truly amazed
at the depth of my DFX. Some of my best finds with
the DFX include a 1921 Morgan Dollar, 1838 Coronet
Large Cent and an 1849 Coronet Large Cent. I have
found over 100 silver coins at depths between 1 and
13 inches. I detect in older parks and new parks, and every time I go out I know
I will come home with something.

Dave H., Ohio
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This morning I took my MXT out on its maiden
voyage to a spot we have been hunting recently.
I found the MXT to be easy to set-up and easy to
use.
Today, I was accompanied by my oldest daughter and
the MXT with Super 12 helped us have a great day. We
found a total of 5 General Service Eagle buttons and

several .58 mini balls and 1 Sharps carbine during the hunt.
However, I was most thrilled with the buttons. We found 5, this
was my best button day ever!

Dave K, Florida

3 separate, easy-access hunting programs with unique
target responses, display info. and audio frequencies.
• COIN & JEWELRY   • RELIC   • PROSPECTING
3 easy-adjust controls:

GAIN maximizes sensitivity and depth.
THRESHOLD allows you to hunt with a slight hum
or hear only the sound of detected targets.
DUAL control fine tunes discrimination in the Coin
& Jewelry and Relic programs. In the Prospecting
program, adjusts the S.A.T. speed.

Automatic Ground Balance keeps the detector
perfectly balanced even in harsh grounds.
3-position Mode switch. Works with your hunting
program. Pull the trigger and the Pinpoint mode
“zeros” in on detected targets.
Operating Frequency - 15 kHz
Drop-In Battery Pack. 40-hour operation from 8
“AA” batteries (Nicad Rechargeable system available.)
Waterproof 300 mm (12”) search coil for
maximum depth. Compatible with Eclipse accessory
search coils.
Two-year Parts and Labor Warranty.

Easy-navigation menu ...

just pick and program and go!

Listen for the sound of treasure,

then see what you’ve detected.

Then pull the trigger and see

how deep to dig ...

QUICK LOOK

The results with the 12"
coil on my MXT were
exceptional! At the end of
the day, I found 2 gold
rings and 1 silver ring with
small diamonds, the
equivalent of about $50.00
in foreign clad and many
other items (too numerous
to mention). The man’s
gold ring was 10" deep.

Dan O.
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MXT™ is 3 metal detectors in one.

“I want to do a little
prospecting, but I also want
to hunt for coins and try a

little Civil War relic hunting.”
MXT is your detector!

MXT 300
$899.95

msrp

MXT*
$799.95

msrp

*MXT is also available
with a 9 1/2” search coil

A versatile high performance detector that’s as
comfortable hunting for coins in the park as it is relic
hunting an old battle site. Plus, it’s designed by
prospectors for the tough task of finding gold.

MXT™ combines easy operation with all the
performance and versatility you need to find coins,
rings and jewelry, relics, and gold nuggets.

I decided to hunt an area that my hunting partners and I had
hunted many times over the past year. Today I decided to hunt the
more difficult terrain. I set my MXT in the relic mode, and after
about an hour I got a good signal reading buckle and 72 VDI. I dug
down about 10 inches and finally saw the outline of a round disk. I
was certainly surprised to find that it was a 1793 or 1798 Pillar
Dollar Piece of Eight. Even more surprising was that the owner of
this coin had engraved his name on the reverse of the coin - “Akin
Miller’s money” is what was etched into the coin. It’s hard to tell how many
times we had passed over this coin as we hunted, but the MXT found it.

       Mike O.

Want to know more about MXT?
Read about MXT online at:

www.whiteselectronics.com
Field Report, Engineering Guide,

and Customer Stories
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PRIZM™ III and IV feature:
Target I.D.  Display shows I.D. of target as
you hunt. Hear and see targets!

Depth Reading as you hunt. Detect a target
and the screen shows you how deep to dig.

5-Range Discrimination adjusts so you hear
and see it all, or just the good stuff.

Adjustable Sensitivity maximizes depth in

$399.95
msrp

$299.95
msrp
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• Automatic Ground Balance with Fast Tracking
eliminates ground minerals in a snap! Improved
performance in all kinds of ground conditions.

• VDI - Visual Discrimination Indication numbers
readout to provide precise target info. A top-of-
the-line White’s feature!

• Adjustable Notch Discrimination. 9 notches
cover the full target range.

• Back-lit Display with Sensitivity Graph, target ID,
VDI number, Depth Reading and Battery
Strength.

• VCO Pinpointing gives a higher pitch as you
approach the target.

• Beach Mode for increased performance on the
hard-to-hunt ocean beaches.

• 9-inch waterproof spider search coil.
• Long-life, snap-in “AA” battery pack included.

Plus, all of the treasure-finding Prizm features.

QUICK
LOOK

My White’s Prizm III proved
its worth as an awesome relic
hunter this morning. I was
hunting a private yard of an
early 1800’s house and much
to my delight I found this
Standard issue Civil War
Union Army belt buckle.
White’s does it again!

Bill, Maine

varying grounds.

PinPoint/All-Metal Mode
makes locating targets a snap.

9-inch waterproof spider coil.

Rugged, water resistant
control box. Just 2.5 lbs., too.

Low Battery Alert. Powered by
2 9-volt batteries (included).

1/4” headphone jack.

Two-year warranty.

PRIZM™ IV also features:
Smart Notch. You choose to
detect or ignore nails, foil, tabs.

Tone I.D. LOW tone signals
nails and iron. MEDIUM is rings
and jewelry. HIGH indicates
coins.
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$499.95
msrp
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PRIZM™ V features:

MultiTone™. Deluxe Tone I.D. Hear
instantly whether it’s a nail, ring, or quarter!
8 distinct audio tones range from VERY
LOW for nails up to HIGH for silver dollars.
If you prefer the Prizm IV-style 3-tone I.D.,
it’s here, too!

VCO Pinpointing. Voltage Controlled
Oscillation gives a higher pitch as you
approach the target. It’s a simple and
intuitive way to pinpoint. Prefer standard,
volume-controlled pinpointing? It’s here, too!

Prizm™ 950 search coil. The same top-of-
the-line coil found on White’s DFX and MXT.
Increased depth and a wiider search pattern.

Plus, all of the proven Prizm features
at left.

$699.95
msrp

The 6T combines high-end features
like Auto Ground Balance and VDI
numbers with Prizm simplicity!

Like all Prizm’s, the 6T is rugged and
lightweight for all-day hunting. See what’s
in the ground and how deep to dig on the
easy-read display. Adjust the DISC control
up and down depending on where you’re
hunting. Use low settings in yards and on
private property. High settings filter out
junk in high traffic areas.

6T is loaded with all of the
proven Prizm features, plus the
latest in metal detection
circuitry and software. The
result? A detector that’s fun to
use and finds more treasure!

Built with White’s legendary
quality and performance,

Prizm’s are
perfect for
the first-time
treasure
hunter.



After I got the new M6, I
immediately headed off to coin
hunt a rural churchyard which
has been hunted many times in
the past, by many different folks.
If there is one thing I have come
to believe over the years, it is
that no one area is ever
completely hunted out. And,
although the churchyard didn’t
fill my pockets with old coins on
this day, I did manage to find
three old Wheat cents, a silver
quarter and a nice old pocket-
knife. And, in doing so, I proved
my “never hunted out” theory.

Randy

Parks, playgrounds, yards - even the beach.
Here is a high-performance metal detector
that will find coins and jewelry in all kinds of
ground conditions. Just 3 controls ...

DISC control with easy-set labels
and 2 Preset settings

Full Range SENS Control - adjust-
able for maximum depth

High performance in all grounds -
2 Auto Trac Settings including one
for saltwater beaches.

QUICK LOOK
• Auto Ground Balance with Fast Auto-Trac®.

Tracks and adjusts while you hunt.
• Grab pushpad sets ground balance in an

instant.
• Iron ID Bar Graph displays the percentage

probability of iron.
• Iron Target Analyzer determines the

probability of iron as you sweep.
• “Follow-the-Paystreak” displays the amount

of magnetic minerals in the ground.
• Optional Audio Iron ID “Grunt” comes at the

end of the GMT’s “zip-zip” sound.
• Variable Self-Adjusting Threshold (VSAT)
• Waterproof elliptical “DD” search coil
• 48 kHz operating frequency (best for gold).
• “AA” Battery System for 40 hrs. of hunting.

(Optional Nicad Rechargeable System.)
• Two-year Parts and Labor Warranty.

GOLD PRICES
CONTINUE TO SET RECORDS!
Find your gold with the GMT!
Natural gold in nugget form is
worth much more than spot.
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GMT

Here are a few of the nicer nuggets
I have found here in Eastern

Oregon, using the Gold-
master. It was passed down
to me after my husband
purchased an MXT. We have
been detecting old tailing
piles. I am learning to really
like the iron ID on the
Goldmaster. It saves me from
digging the junk that these
tailing piles are notorious for.

All in all, we pulled out over 3/4 of
an ounce that had been left behind.

Sheila, Oregon

Looking for coins and
jewelry? M6 delivers
turn-on-and-go ease and
great performance.

• Simple to use! 3 Controls: DISC, SENS
and AutoTrac®

• AutoTrac Toggle - “Fast-Tracking” adjusts
to the ground while you hunt.

• Pinpoint/All Metal Mode

• VCO Audio for Precise Pinpointing gives a
higher pitch as you approach the target.

• Seven-Tone I.D. (with trigger forward)

• Full-size Display shows Target Labels, VDI
Numbers and Depth Reading

• Slide-in AA Battery Pack for up to 40 hrs.
of hunting. Nicad Battery System optional

• Powerful, waterproof
9 1/2” search coil.
Interchangeable with
all Eclipse coils.

• Operating Frequency:
15 kHz

• Two-year parts and
labor warranty

GMT is a full-time
prospecting

detector.
Finds coins, too!

FOR A WHITE’S DEALER NEAR YOU   1-800-547-6911  whiteselectronics.com

QUICK LOOK

$699.95
msrp

$799.95
msrp
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I have used the Surf Dual Field
P.I. for about six months and
feel that with variable pulse
delay and a twelve-inch Dual
Field coil, I walk on any black or
white sand beach with the best
machine on the market!

Lance Rigg

P.S. My nick name for the P.I. is
the "Beast" because of the
extra depth it provides me on
the beach!

Two patent-pending coils for superb sensitivity
to small targets from the inner 6” coil and
excellent overall depth from the outer 12” coil.

            FEATURES
• Dual frequency detection

provides optimum detection on
the sand and in the water.

• Two Search Modes: Toggle
between All-Metal and Motion
Discrimination for easy
pinpointing and versatility.

• Epoxy filled, near-neutral
buoyancy 12-inch spider coil
for extreme depth on coins, jewelry and other
treasure.

• 3 Controls - Threshold, Sensitivity, and Ground.
The versatility is all here!

• Salt and Freshwater versatility for all kinds of beach
hunting.

• Waterproof Piezo headphones included.

• Drop-in “AA” battery system and battery test.

• Detachable control box with hip or chest-mount
pouch included.

• Completely waterproof to 25 feet.

• Two-year Parts and Labor Warranty.
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I want to thank everyone at Whites
for putting the new “SUPER 12"
coil on the Beach Hunter ID! I
have been using it on saltwater
beaches of the North East. The
results have been impressive.

So far it’s got me loads of coins, a
very deep silver quarter, a gold
earring with diamonds, and a
lovely old silver ring! Also, lots of
other assorted jewelry items.

I can't wait til the next Nor'Easter
rips up our beaches. I know this
detector is going to clean up big!
I'll keep you posted on my finds.

        George
$999.95

msrp

The BeachHunter® 300 ignores junk and
picks up just the treasure. Hunt in and
out of the water.

I.D. detected targets in a snap with a
glance at one of the color-coded LED’s.

FOR A WHITE’S DEALER NEAR YOU   1-800-547-6911  whiteselectronics.com

$899.95
msrp

      FEATURES
• Pulse Induction detection for extreme depth
on coins and jewelry, especially in saltwater
and mineralized ground.

• Waterproof to depth of 100 feet.

• Adjustable Pulse Delay reduces black sand
noise. Quieter on the beach, more targets!

• 12” dual field spider search coil. Near-neutral
buoyancy.

• Sensitive to gold even at maximum depths.

• Gain control adjusts for your particular beach
conditions so you get every inch of PI depth.

• Quick Target Recovery. Hear good targets
even amid junk.

• Tuner adjusts threshold
tone and checks battery.

• Variable sweep speed,
from slow to fast with no
loss of depth.

• Waterproof Piezo
headphones.

• Auto. Ground Rejection.

• Power:  8 “AA” batteries.

• Two-year Parts and Labor Warranty.

The Surf PI Dual Field combines
turn-on-and-go ease with
extreme depth and sensitivity.

The PI’s powerful circuit and
dual field coil detect deep even
in the worst beach grounds,
like black sand.

... It took several scoops to finally
reach the target, a vintage WWII .50
caliber machine gun shell casing over
15” deep.

Andy Sabisch
Lost Treasure, July ’08
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Photos from Moore Creek, Alaska, where 1/2 dozen new
detectorists found their first nuggets with the TDI!

• Full-control Ground Balance.  Quickly balance out the
iron mineralization of hot rocks, black sand, and other
tough grounds.

• Adjustable Pulse Delay - Settings from 10 microseconds
(best for finding gold nuggets) to 25 microseconds (for
relic, coin and beach hunting).

• Variable Audio Select with Ground Balance “ON”

• 3-Way Target Conductivity Selector allows variable
audio to hear either only low conductive targets like
most gold nuggets, or high-conductive targets like
silver coins and large relics, or both. This unique
ability aids in identifying trash, too.

• Threshold Control. Accurately adjust the audio to
hear the smaller, deeper signals.

• Frequency Control adjusts for hunting near power
lines, microwave or other environmental interference.

• Battery Life L.E.D. lights.

• Waterproof 12” spider search coil. Other accessory
coils available.

• Two powerful 14.4 Volt Lithium-Ion Rechargeable
Battery Packs included.

• Two-year Parts and Labor Warranty.

QUICK LOOK

Selectable Conductivity
and Adjustable Pulse Delay
are two features unique to
the TDI.

They not only aid the Gold
Prospector in enhancing the
detection of Gold, but allow
Coin, Relic and Beach
Hunters to enhance the
detection of their specific
targets as well.

Andy Sabitsch writes in Lost Treasure, Oct. ‘08 ...

Less than 20 minutes after getting started, I hit a solid signal that
produced a low-pitched tone and, after digging down nearly 12”, I pulled
out a nice Colonial-era flat button. While lacking any markings, I was

impressed at the response the
TDI had produced on a target
that was that deep and
covered with layers of tall, salt
marsh grass.

(Read this complete TDI field test,
and another on prospecting at
whiteselectronics.com)
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Hip and chest-
mountable!

Finding gold was just the beginning! TDI was originally designed
for prospecting; now optimized for exceptional performance for
relic, beach, even coin hunting.

Professional-level ground-balancing, pulse induction detection. Unlike any
other metal detector on the market today, the TDI is capable of remarkable
depth and extreme sensitivity in the worst grounds.

$1599.95
msrp

Pulse Induction detection is unsurpassed for raw depth and sensitivity.
The TDI offers the serious detectorist full adjustability on the features
needed for tough hunting conditions. Rooted in the challenging
conditions of prospecting for gold, the TDI has special features for
relic, beach and coin hunting, too.

This is a copper broach I found at a Union camp on the
approach to Shiloh, 1862. While the broach probably has
little monetary value, the depth (over 12") of the big
piece and the small piece (14 to 16" deep) is very
impressive. The broach is amazing in that it is so fragile
and intricate. By all rights it should have come apart over
the years. This broach belongs in my Civil War collection
because in all likelihood it was either a "sweetheart
memento" or was lost by a camp follower.

Pete Pedersen

Available only thru
TDI certified White’s dealers.

Call 1-800-547-6911 for a
TDI dealer in your area

TDI owes its existence to Eric Foster, widely regarded as the “Father of Pulse Induction".
Eric has spent many years developing technology and methods

that have produced some of the deepest-detecting metal detectors in the world.
Dan Geyer, White’s Project Engineer, has spent countless hours with Eric

developing and polishing TDI for Whites customers. The results are
a dream-come-true for White’s professional users who insist on the deepest!
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See what’s in
the ground
before you dig!

• 5 Turn-on-and-Go! Programs - ready
to hunt right out of the box. Completely
automatic, professionally engineered for
high performance.

• 10 Basic Adjustments  Popular adjust-
ments include Tone I.D., Silent Search,
Fade Rate, Block Edit, and AutoTrac®
Speed.

• 29 Pro Options

• Complete Visual Display. Target icons,
VDI numbers, SignaGraph®, and depth.

• Automatic Ground Balance with
AutoTrac®. Tracks and adjusts to
changing grounds as you hunt.

• High- Definition megapixel display.

• Powerful, waterproof  9 1/2” search coil.

• Slide-in Nicad Battery System. Up to 15
hrs. of power-packed hunting on one
charge. Backup penlight pack also
included.

• Two-year Parts and Labor Warranty.

Passing the TM 808 over the
foundation where an early
1900’s house had been, it
sounded off with very high
intensity, I began digging, and
at a depth of 1.5 ft, I uncovered
a cache that had a tin
covering over it. As I removed
the tin from the cache, I found
it contained Mexican Silver
Pesos dating 1920-1927.
There were over 1,000 coins
in the cache. I recommend
the TM 808 to anyone
hunting for caches and or
deep buried treasures.

Gomez, Texas

QUICK LOOK

Listen for the
distinctive sound of
“treasure”,  then
see what you’ve
detected on the
screen.
Pull the trigger and
XLT® shows you
how deep to dig.

• Signal Balance Control - Adjusts the
“Receive” signal to allow use almost
anywhere- regardless of mineralization or
outside interference

• Easy-to-read Meter-  Read signal strength

• Race track Antenna System and State-of-
the-art professional circuitry

• Adjustable Ground Balance- The only
cache detector with the ability to reject
ground minerals for deeper detection

• Push-Button Retuning

QUICK LOOK
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• Drop-in C-Cell Battery Pack.
Optional Nicad pack available

• Easy Tuning & Setup -  Preset
settings on each control for
hassle-free setup.

• Designed to find septic tanks,
tools, and metal pipes as well as
coin caches, treasure chests, and
hordes of gold or silver.



Size of Object      Depth of Detection

3 Sq. Inches 3.5 Feet/1 Meter

6 Sq. Inches 4.5 Feet/1.35 Meters

9 Sq. Inches 5 Feet/1.5 Meters

1 Gal. Can/Top 4.5 Feet/1.35 Meters

5 Gal. Can/Top 5.5 Feet/1.7 Meters

15 Gal. Can/Side 10 Feet/3 Meters

Compact Car 20 Feet/6 Meters

FOR A WHITE’S DEALER NEAR YOU   1-800-547-6911  whiteselectronics.com

$899.95
msrp

$799.95
msrp

XLT® is high-performance simplicity
and versatility at it’s best.
High tech treasure hunting is as easy as turning on
the XLT® and selecting a Turn-on-and Go!
program. With 5 expertly-designed programs to

TM 808 is designed for locating coin caches, treasure
chests, and hordes of gold or silver - as well as septic
tanks, tools, equipment, metal pipes, and relics.

choose from, you’ve got virtually
every kind of hunting covered. It’s
easy to enhance a program, too,
for your particular hunting with one
of 10 Basic Adjustments or even a
Professional Option. Completely
automatic or totally adjustable!

I was out detecting at a site that had
been pounded in the early 80s. It is
on the banks of the Hudson River
and used to be a dance hall in the
1800s. My machine locked on with a
nice 17 VDI. As I flipped the plug I
noticed what looked like a gold cross.
I quickly picked it up and rinsed it off.
I noticed a small gold tag attached to
the cross with a crude piece of wire.
It was an octagon shaped coin, a
wonderful 1871 California 1/4 Gold
dollar. These fractional gold coins are
amazingly small and very thin. This
coin was found in an area where I
know others have been in the past
and they missed this little guy. But my
XLT sure didn’t!

Kevin in New York
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One place my treasure group enjoys hunting is the old WWI
Camp Logan where 40,000 troops passed through 1917-
1918. One item I found was a dog tag with the name Clde
C. Dace on it. I found death records that indicated he made

it through the war and passed away in
Texas in 1970. None of the Dace’s in the
Texas phone books knew Clyde so I gave
up the search for a relative. A few weeks
ago his daughter, responded to my
internet post after Googling her father’s
name. We got in touch and I was able to
return a precious item her father lost 90
years ago!           Tim, Texas

On a weekend trip, we brought along the Prizm III.
My sons were talking about how they wanted to find
a ring. The the last day of our trip, as my sons were
going down the beach with the metal detector, they
got a good signal and started to dig. My 10 year old
son said, “It’s a ring!”.They found an 18k gold 1.24
carat diamond ring! The retail value of the ring is
$11,000! Talk about a find of a lifetime!

This picture contain the coins I have found in 2008 - totaling
19,311 - including 2040 quarters, 3900 dimes, 1740 nickels,
16 Liberty dollars, 6 JFK halves, 5 Indian head pennies, 139
wheaties, 3 buffalo nickels, 11 silver dimes (2 seated
Liberty, 4 Barber, 3 Mercury & rest Rosy dimes), 3 silver
halves (2 Barber, one seated Liberty) one half silver dime, I
have also found 43 rings, 23 silver necklaces, 24 silver and
gold bracelets, earrings, broaches, charms, tokens and etc.
Being a retired Deputy Sheriff, I can now do what I want to
do with my time. Thank you White’s, you make a great
detector.         Sincerely, Bill

After practicing with our new MXT, we decided
to go to a field we had gotten permission to
search. In just a few minutes I got a signal for
“Bullet”  and the whole pack began to dig. My
son (10) said, “There it is!” He reached down
and pulled out a civil war bullet with three rings
around the bottom. I will never forget what he
said next, “Just think Daddy, I’m the first person
to touch this in over 200 years.” That bullet
may not be a treasure to some but it is
priceless to me. Tim, TN
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This past weekend I went out for a
total of 4 hours with my Surf PI at
Waikiki and another location down
on the west end of Oahu, among
the coins and pull tabs I found these
beauties, the silver ring is a Tiffany
& Co with a small diamond. I can’t
wait for the weekend so I can get
back out in the ocean and find my
wife and kids some more jewelry!
Aloha ...

      Lyle, Hawaii

I started hunting in August ‘07, when
my wife presented me with an XLT
that she purchased for my birthday.
Soon enough, I was finding gold and
silver jewelry, old coins and treasure
of every sort. My best find was a
Barber Dime dated 1895 and minted
in New Orleans. It is a rare coin and
worth a great deal of money! When
the MXT 300 came along, I just had
to have one of those as well. There is
rarely a day that it doesn’t turn up
gold or silver.       M. Taliesin

I was searching one of my early pre-Civil War
campsites here in Kansas using my White’s
MXT and finding a few early buttons and
coins. All of the sudden I got this faint signal
and a reading of +47 on the VDI. Digging
down about 9 inches, I saw this gold coin
appear at the bottom of the hole. It was a
beautiful 1844 $4 gold coin! I returned two
days later and found a second gold coin. It
was much shallower and the plow had given it
a few scratches, but it is a gorgeous 1847 $10
gold coin! Thank you White’s, for making a
“find of a lifetime” possible!

Steve, Kansas

After digging bullets, buttons, and a soldier’s pocket
knife, I was sure we were in a little camp, and my next

signal was very solid. I dug down and
removed the sod and felt a round object.
When I got it out, I could see the Eagle!
It was a Breast Plate! I have dug lots of
Civil War relics with my MXT. I own 2
XLT’s  and 2 MXT’s. They are simply the
best, most durable and easy to operate
detectors available.        Tim G.
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Sierra Madre/ULA-3 was designed for both industrial
use and serious treasure hunting when searching for
large and deep treasures and metal items. The Sierra
Madre has a 9 1/2” standard search coil. With the
optional 15” search coil, it is capable of depths up to 5
feet. Two-year Parts and labor warranty. ....... $599.95

Packed with both English and Spanish manuals.

PRL-1 is designed to locate property stake pins,
valves, sprinkler heads, shallow pipes and cables.  It
is easy to use, and can be adjusted to either detect all
metals or discriminate out junk. Two-year Parts and
Labor warranty. ............................................. $399.95

PCL 600 accurately traces residential and commercial
gas lines, water and sewer pipes and electrical
cabling within access or service depths. 2 modes of
tracing - “Clip-On” when you can access one end of
the line, and “Inductive” when the line is completely
inaccessible. ................................................. $499.95

Matrixª 100 is designed to meet and exceed the
needs and specifications in today’s security conscious
world and complies with all National Institute of
Justice standards for indoor/outdoor operations. ........
..................................................................... $229.95

Specialty Detectors
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